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Short Specification:
Non-parabolic plastic louvers are a very good economical solution to many lighting 
and luminous ceiling applications. These louvers are molded in polystyrene or 
acrylic materials. The white panels are translucent and provide uniform illumination 
throughout the entire surface. The open cell design allows the light to be trans-
mitted to the working area while reducing glare. In addition, this louver allows 
nearly unobstructed air movement which will increase the bulb and ballast longevity 
through more efficient heat dissipation.

PARA IMAGE™ SERIES 
Plastic Eggcrate
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Applications:
The Para Image™ Plastic Eggcrates are approved by UL for use under sprinkler 
systems and can be used in lighting fixtures or luminous ceiling applications.

Styrene Ordering Chart:

Care & Handling:
Great care should be exercised when handling specular materials, avoiding contact with oily and/or foreign substances. Always handle louver 
panels with clean white gloves — NEVER USE BARE HANDS. Always install these louvers after the space has been completed and is ready for 
occupancy — never during construction.

SERIES MATERIAL DEPTH SIZE COLOR
LI PL — Para Image™ 

Plastic Eggcrate
2 - Styrene 0 = ½" Deep^ 

1 = ⅜" Deep* 
* Only available in 2' x 4' option 
^ Only available in white option

24 = 23¾" x 47¾"
36^ = 29¾" x 59 ¾" 

 
^ Only available in white option

B - Black 
S - Specular Silver 

W - White

Acrylic Ordering Chart:

SERIES MATERIAL DEPTH SIZE COLOR
LI PL — Para Image™ 

Plastic Eggcrate
1 - Acrylic 0 = ½" Deep^ 

1 = ⅜" Deep* 
* Only available in 2' x 4' option 
^ Only available in white option

24 = 23¾" x 47¾" W - White


